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Summary Information

Repository: Shevchenko Scientific Society Archives
Title: Vasyl Barka papers
Identifier: 111
Date: Creation: 1944-2002 and undated
Physical Description: 3 Linear Feet
Language of Materials: Ukrainian

English
Russian

Conditions Governing Access

This collection has no restrictions.

Conditions Governing Use

Single photocopies may be made for research purposes. Researchers may take photographs of archival items using hand-held cameras or smart phones without flash subject to restrictions. The responsibility to secure permissions from all relevant copyright owners rests with the patron. Please visit the main shevchenko.org website to view the full archives use policy.

Scope and Contents

This collection primarily contains holographs, typescripts, and galley proofs of literary works by Vasyl' Barka. Titles on folder labels include "Dobrovistia svityl: liryka", "Zemlia sadivnychykh", "Okean", "Tsarstvo, New York, 1979", and "Dobrovistia svityl, 1961-1969", possible galley proofs of "Lirnyk" with corrections, an English translation of "Zhovtyi Kniaz'", and holographs and typescripts of numerous prose works. It also includes a limited amount of correspondence, as well as third-party correspondence of Zenon Holubec related to Barka.

Administrative Information

Publication Statement
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